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Walking Meditation

INTRODUCTION |

Mount Putuo is a culturally significant Buddhist pilgrimage site with over a 1000

years history. Traditional walking paths were marginalized on Mount Putuo after a
new bus circulation was developed to accommodate more visitors efficiently.

In the past, people were arriving at the old dock, walking through the forests, meeting
pavilions and gates, and finally reach the temple. Linear spaces and trees embracing
the path help them clean up their mind before they meet burn the joss sticks.

Nowadays, most visitors arrive at the modern new dock and spend 20-30 minutes to
wait in line for the bus, playing phone or chatting with each other. The bus will take
them to any temple they want within10 minutes without any walking uphills.
A better circulation efficiency is essential at this age, but the memories and
experience that time left on the walking journey worth a callback.

On today’s Putuo, there remained two old sections of stone-paved paths are still in
use by traveling monks and individual visitors. Those sections are maintained and
beautiful, while what between them is a wooden sidewalk along the road. And this

sidewalk didn’t include any viewpoints along the journey. Thus, instead of keeping
bringing back the old paths, I decided to develop a new walkway that can link the

existing old sections together, continue the space experiences and active those view
spots.

To do that, I did case studies on the existing old path and walked the island myself.

Then I did little research on the methodology of Buddhism Practicing and considered
how to merge those philosophies into the journey. Finally, I came out with a project
that is a path and a choreography of walking experience that can help people

meditate on their way heading the temple. This path did interactive with the bus route
so it can be experienced as a single section or as a long journey from the sea to the
top of the mountain combined with the existing stone-paved path.
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The Forgotten Past
Putuo is an island with over a thousand years of history. When it tried to catch up
with the new era, people started to ignore specific memories.

The Forgotten Past

Mount Wutai

Mount Jiuhua
Mount Emei

Mount Putuo

Mount Putuo, actually a hilly island off the south-central Chinese coast, is one of
China’s Four Sacred Mountains of Buddhism.

In 916, when Japanese monk Hui’e [ja] took a statue of Guanyin he invited from

Mount Wutai in Shanxi, he was blocked by windstorm in Mount Putuo, which made
him think of that Guanyin didn’t want to go to the east. Hui’e gone ashore and left
the statue to a resident surnamed Zhang to enshrine. He also built the “Unwilling
Guanyin Temple”.[1]

During the Song dynasty (960–1279), Mount Putuo was identified in China as

Potakalaka, the South Seas Paradise of the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara (Guanyin
in Chinese). Avalokiteshvara is believed to offer protection and salvation to

devotees; over the centuries, Guanyin at Putuo is thought to have performed
miracles, saving sailors from storms and shipwrecks at sea. [2]

Avalokiteśvara or Padmapani
(/ˌʌvəloʊkɪˈteɪʃvərə/ UV-əl-oh-kih-TAY-shvər-ə)
Is a bodhisattva who embodies the compassion of all Buddhas.
This bodhisattva is variably depicted, described and portrayed in
different cultures as either male or female.
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The Forgotten Past

Temple

Putuo is covered with many temples and monasteries, both large and small. All are
under the directive of the Chinese Buddhist Association. Many monks and nuns

from all over the country, and abroad, go to great lengths to live and practice there.

Today, there are more than 30 major temples located at Mount Putuo, including the
Puji Temple, Fayu Temple, and Huiji Temple.

Vegetation

238 species of natural trees and shrubs including 63 species of rare and precious
ancient trees more than 100 years old the largest number of eucalyptus trees

Podocarpus macrophyums, belongs to Podocarpaceae, evergreen tree. There
are 78 strains of Podocarpus in Mountain Putuo for more than 100 years.
956 ft
Huiji Temple

Gimkgo biloba belong to Ginkgoaceae. Ginkgo biloba grows slowly and has a

very long life span of more than a thousand years. There are 10 large ginkgo in the
Mountain Putuo.

Liquidambar formosana, belongs to Hamamelidaceae, deciduous tree. There are
Fayu Temple

67 trees of more than 100 years of maple trees on Mount Putuo.

Celtis tetrandra belongs to Ulmaceae, deciduous trees. The Putuo Mountain has
a wide natural distribution, and there are 282 ancient trees totally.

Ilex Integra belongs to Aquifoliaceae, evergreen trees. The crown is beautiful,
resistant to wind, drought-resistant, and adaptable. There are scattered
Thousands Step Beach

distributions throughout the Mountain Putuo The largest one is after Guanyindong
Mountain, and the age of the tree is about 400 years.

Carpimus Putoensis, belong to Betulaceae, only found in Mountain Putuo.It is on
the west side of Huiji Temple in Foding Mountain.The age of the tree is over 200
years and the height of the tree is about 12.5 meters.In 1999, it was listed as a

Puji Temple

national key protected wild plant, and the World Conservation Union (IUCN) listed
Hundreds Step Beach

as a critically endangered grade (CR).

Neolitsea Sericea belongs to Lauraceae evergreen tree. Its young leaves densely
covered with silky, yellow-brown hairs which appear golden in the sunshine can be
the characteristic of this tree. It is located under the hillside of Foding Mountain.
Neolitsea sericea is currently listed as an endangered plant in China.[3]
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From where Hui’e first

As Fayu Temple and Huiji

In 1965 the government donated mount Putuo for

side of the island, to

dock moved, another loop

were planned and built after that. Then hotels,

landed at the west

the “Unwilling Guanyin
Temple” in the valley.

Temple developed, and

appeared. From Duangu
Dock to Puji Temple, to

Fayu Temple and head up

tourism development. New dock and new bus route
restaurants, retails, Buddhism practicing places were
gradually developed along the bus route.

to Huiji Temple.
6 1,000ft
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The Forgotten Past

1 - Guanyin Cave

Where ‘Hui’e landed at the very beginning, also was the main dock before Duangu
Dock appears. The cave itself is no longer exist, but the path from cave to Puji
Temple is maintained and serves as a sightseeing tour path.
2 - Puji Temple

Puji Temple is the most ancient and most famous temple on the island, also known
as “the front temple.”

In 916, “Unwilling Guanyin Temple”

In 1080, renamed as“Baotuo Guanyin Temple” by Emperor Song Shenzong .
In 1214, “Yuantong Hall” named by still in Emperor Song Ningzong.

In 1298, repaired by the order of Emperor Yuan Chengzong. The monks were
given over 4000 mu (2.7 km2) of land, and 20 min of government funds.

In 1327, Emperor Yuan Taiding presented the temple with 1000 metal bars and 2
qing 26 mu of land.

In 1386, Duke Tang was asked to come to the mainland to advise the Emperor. He
ordered the burning of 300 temples, and moved a large statue of Guanyin to “Xixin
Temple” on the mainland.

In 1515, the Buddhist community began to recover through donations and alms.
People are worshiping in front of Yuantong Hall in Puji Temple. Photo credit by author.

In 1553, the Ming government under the Jiajing Emperor moved the monks and
destroyed temples once more.

In 1572, monk Zhen Song came to help rebuild it to its former glory.

In 1574, monk Zhen Biao wanted to ascend the mountain to locate the site of old
Bao Guo Si, destroyed 200 years earlier. He had the Hall of Heavenly Kings and
one other hall built.

In 1605, in the 33rd year of Wanli period (1573–1620), Wanli Emperor named it
“Huguo Yongshou Putuo Chan Temple”

In 1689, Qing Emperor Kangxi ordered to rebuild the temple, presented “Puji Qun
Ling”. Then the temple was named “Puji Temple”. [4]
8
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The Forgotten Past

3 - Fayu Temple

Fayu Temple is also known as “the Back Temple.” It was once the largest temple
on Mount Putuo, funded by the royal family.

In 1580, a monk of Macheng, named Dazhi Zhenrong, came from western Sichuan
for training. He was attracted by the local scenery and built a small sanctuary
named “Ocean Tide”, meaning “Buddhist Ocean Guanyin”.

In 1594, renamed “Ocean Tide Temple” by governor Wu Anguo.
Destroyed by fire in 1598.

In 1605, renovated and expanded. In the following year, the central government
granted a plaque “National Defense Ocean Pacifying Temple”, as well as an

inscription called “Dragon Treasure”. It suffered through several wars and fire.
In 1687, refurbished and expanded again.

In 1699, the Kangxi Emperor granted a plaque “Heavenly Flowers Dharma Rain”.
Thus, it changed to “Dharma Rain Temple”, or “Fayu Temple”.

In 1731, the Yongzheng Emperor ordered a large-scale renovation project. [5]

Trees and towers with Buddhism lection and joss in front of the ‘gate hall’ of Fayu Temple. Photo credit by author.
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The Forgotten Past

4 - Huiji Temple

Huiji Temple situated at the top of Mount Putuo, also known as the “Buddha

Summit” at an altitude of 291.3-meter (956 ft), the highest point on Mount Putuo.
Built in the Ming dynasty (1368–1644) by renowned monk Yuanhui. A stone pagoda
with a Buddhist statue inside.

In 1793, halls: Yuantong Hall, Jade Emperor Hall and Dining Hall were added and
formed the temple.

In 1907, in the reign of Guangxu Emperor, monk Dehua brought the Tripitaka to the
temple and at that time it became one of the largest Buddhist temples on Mount
Putuo.

During the Cultural Revolution, the Gang of Four presided over the destruction of
thousands of temples. The Meditation Hall was demolished by the Red Guards.
The People’s Liberation Army resided in the temple.

After the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the Chinese

Communist Party, according to the national policy of free religious belief, the

temple reactivated its religious activities. The Guanyin Hall was erected in 1988
and the Free Life Pond was established in 1992. [6][7]

The inscription at the front door of Huiji Temple, saying ‘Buddha at the top of Buddha Summit.’ Photo credit by author.
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The Forgotten Past

5 - Baotuo Temple

It is now the largest temple on Putuo Island. Funded by believers and monks, it
started building in 2001. Now, most parts of the temple are finished.

6 - Bus Stops

As the bus route developed through time, some old path was covered ( from Puji

Temple to Fayu Temple), some old trails are still maintained but neglected by group
visitors for the long walk.

7 - Guanyin Statue & a new ‘Unwilling Guanyin Temple’

The Statue was built in 1997, including a 60ft tall statue and a 39ft tall basement,
facing South, protecting the whole island.

The lecture hall in Baotuo Temple. Photo credit by author.
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The Forgotten Past

Miao Zhuangyan Street embraced by Camphor woods. Photo credit by author.

Bus Station of Fayu Temple. Photo credit by author.

In the past, people were arriving at the old dock, walking through the forests, meeting pavilions and gates, and

Nowadays, most visitors arrive at the modern new dock and spend 20-30 minutes to wait in line for the bus,

meet burn the joss sticks.

without any walking uphills.

finally reach the temple. Linear spaces and trees embracing the path help them clean up their mind before they

16

playing phone or chatting with each other. The bus will take them to any temple they want within10 minutes
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The Forgotten Past

Miao Zhuangyan Road
Puji Temple

1

2

1. Babao Pavilion 1930s

Miao Zhuangyan Road
is one of the two well

maintained stone-paved
path sections. It starts

3

from the Old dock, ends

2. Gate and Dismount Point

at the pool in front of Puji
Temple.

The path brings people
4

from water to the forest,

lets them rest a bit uphill,

3. Front Door of Sangsheng Hall

then guides them into a

valley where the temple
sits. After several shifts
between open and
5

closed spaces, there are

4. Zhengqu Pavilion

a gate and a dismount
description at the end

of the path that reminds

visitors to prepare before
stepping into the temple.

5. Entrance Steps

New Dock
6

Old Dock

Babao Pavilion, Gate, Sansheng
Hall and Zhengqu Pavilion in
Black and White: Photo credit by
Master Zhenda, 1930.[8]
Colored Photos are credit by the
author.
18

6. Seashore Gate and Old Dock
19

The Forgotten Past

Puji Road
Puji Temple

1

2

1. Front Door of Puji Temple
3

Puji Road is one section

of the bus route. Visitors
arrive at the new

dock and walk to the

‘Dock’ bus stop. There

2. Babao Pavilion Now

are staffs managing

buses according to the

requirements. Visitors only
have to wait in line, get on
the bus, dismount at ‘Puji’
bus stop, then the temple

3. Puji Bus Stop

will be only 3 minutes
away.

Most spaces are wide

open, formed by concrete,
4

4. Dock Bus Stop

metal noise and crowds.
It is hard for visitors to

meditate and clear their
5

6

mind before step into

the temple in such an

5. Retail

environment.

New Dock
Old Dock

Babao Pavilion, Gate, Sansheng
Hall and Zhengqu Pavilion in
Black and White: Photo credit by
Master Zhenda, 1930.[8]
Colored Photos are credit by the
author.
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6. New Dock
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Memory Pieces
To call back the walking experience, first I have to know what was there, and how
people meditate.

Then, how to combine them together.

Memory Pieces

Sequence of Space

On Miao Zhuangyan Road, there is a sequence of

open and closed space (from the dock to the temple) :
Dock and stairs - open

Stone path in the forest - closed
Pavilion on the hill - semi-open

Stone path in the woods - closed

Enter gate and dismount point - semi-closed

1. Stairs and Seashore Gate at

the old dock - open
2. Miao Zhuangyan Road closed
3. Enter the gate of Huiji Temple
- semi-open
4. Square in front of Daxiongbao
Hall of Fayu Temple - open
Photo Credits by author.

Lotus pool in front of the temple - open

There is also a particular space sequence inside the
temple (Puji Temple):

Square before Gate Hall - open

Hall with Mile, Baotuo and four Guardians - closed
Square before Yuantong Hall - open

Stairs and a stage for worship - open
Yuantong Hall with Guanyin - closed

Stairs and square in front of the final hall - open
Daxiongbao Hall with Buddha - closed.
Section sketch of stairs and the worship stage in front of Daxiongbao
Hall in Puji Temple. Drawing credits by author.

The sequence inside temples has specific rules and is
unchangeable, but space before the entrance gate is
what I can design.

Section sketch of a huge square before Gate Hall/Gardiance Hall in
Fayu Temple. Drawing credits by author.
24
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Memory Pieces

Worship Rite

In the thousand years of development of Buddhism,

people developed specific ways to worship and pray
for luck.

One most common way is burning the joss sticks in

front of halls, take three bows, and meditate Buddha’s
name. Then put hands together when walked into the
hall.

1.Burning Joss sticks in front of
Samantabhadra Bodhisattva’s
Hall in Puji Temple
2.Kneel chant sutras in front of
Yuantong Hall in Huiji Temple
3.Worship On the steps in Huiji
Temple
4.People Stroking a spirit stone
for luck
Photos credits by author.

Traveling monks and some believers may worship

every three steps on their way towards the temple.

Kneel and worship for every three steps.

Make a bow for every steps.

Bend on their knees and put elbows and head on the ground, then
head up first, elbows second and stand up again. Worship this way
every step.

26
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Memory Pieces

Pattern and Materials

Putuo is a mountainous island. It has plenty of

resources for stones. Based on this, people developed
lots of ways to use stones throughout history. There

are different ways to pave a stone path, multiple ways
to pile a stone wall, various way to carve stone for
decoration or memorial purpose.

Among the patterns, Lotus, inscriptions, and scriptures
are the most used carving patterns. Especially the

Lotus Bricks, they are mostly used on the path towards

1. Weathered wall, stone stairs
and the redwood entrance of a
temple near Guanyin Cave.
2. Basement and steps made
by stone, decorated by dragon
embossment.
3. Guanyin Hall made by granite
and wood in a new temple.
4. Tower with scriptures on
it; Inscription in Huiji Temple;
Inscription on the beach.
Photos credits by author.

the temple, one brick every three steps.

For paving, squared stones are used most often, but

offcuts and cobblestones are also used for pavement.

Left: Several lotus patterns on the old stone path. Drawing by the
author.
Bottom, From left to right: Guanyin’s ashram; Purple Bamboo
Forest; Exit path of Huiji Temple; Old Dock. Photo Credits by author.
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Canopy and Lights

The island covered by forest. Most of the trees are

elder than several decades. Sufficient moisture and

shades provide other species opportunities to grow up
underneath.

Climbing plants crawled on tree trunks; moss covered
walls and stones. Most of the trees are evergreen

species, so the space quality created by tree trunks
and canopy can last all year.

30

1. Moss and Climbing Plants on
Inscriptions
2. Climbing Plants covered tree
trunks on the way from Fayu
Temple to Huiji Temple
3. Moss covered tiles on the wall
of Fayu Temple
4. Shadows, moss, and climbing
plants on the wall beside Huiji
Temple.
Photos credits by author.
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Three Period Teaching Classification

爾時，勝義生菩薩復白佛言： 「世尊初於一時在婆羅痆斯仙

turn in the world before. Nevertheless there were superior teachings,

人墮處施鹿林中，惟為發趣聲 聞乘者，以四諦相轉正法輪，雖 for [this first turning] had to be interpreted and occasioned
是甚奇、甚為稀有，一切世間諸 天、人等先無有能如法轉者，

controversy. Then the World-honored One with an underlying intent

而於彼時所轉法輪，有上、有容， 是未了義，是諸諍論安足處

turned the wheel for the second time for the sake of those setting

所。 世尊在昔第二時中，惟為發趣修大乘者，依一切法皆無自 out in the great vehicle, [teaching] that all things have noessence,
性、無生無滅、本來寂靜、自性涅槃，以隱密相轉正法輪，雖更

no arising, and no passing away, are originally quiescent, and are

甚奇、甚為稀有，而於彼時所轉法輪，亦是有上、有所容受，猶

essentially in cessation. This turning of the wheel was marvelous

未了義，是諸諍論安足處所。 世尊於今第三時中，普為發趣一

and wonderful indeed. Nevertheless there were teachings superior

切乘者，依一切法皆無自性、無生無滅、本來寂靜、自性涅槃無 to this, for it also had to be interpreted and occasioned controversy.
自性性，以顯了相轉正法 輪，第一甚奇、最為稀有，於今世尊

The World-honored One then with an explicit meaning for the third

所轉法輪，無上、無容，是 真了義，非諸諍論安足處所。」[9]

time turned the wheel of doctrine for those setting out in all the
vehicles, [teaching] tha tall things have no-essence, no arising, and

---唐‧玄奘譯，《解深密經》卷 2〈無自性相品第五〉，《大正藏》冊 16，頁 697

no passing away, are originally quiescent, and are essentially in
cessation. This turning was the most marvelous and wonderful that

At that time the Bodhisattva Paramarthasamudgat a addressed

had ever occurred in the world. It had no superior nor did it contain

the Buddha and said: “In the country of Benares at Rsipatana

any implicit meaning nor occasion any controversy.

in the Deer Park, the Worldhonored One first turned the wheel of
doctrine, [teaching] the four holy truths for those setting out in the
wordhearers’ vehicle. This turning of the wheel was marvelous and
wonderful, such as nobody, whether gods or men, had been able to

32

[10]

Just like we divided our education process into different periods, Buddha teaches
his students by their aptitude.

In Mahāyāna(the more doctrinally innovative Buddhism schools of the north[11]),
‘Three-period Teaching Classification’ is one way to distinguish people in the

different root of wisdom and awareness of the world. “The basic sūtra of Yogācāra
School is Samadhi Nirmocana Sūtra, whose thought of ‘Three Period Teaching
Classification’ becomes one of the basic prerequisites for the development of

Indian Buddhist thought about teaching classification, especially the criterion for
the teaching classification of Yogācāra School.” [12]

“The first period is that of the Hinayana teachings, which explain that both the

mind and the objects it observes (objective reality) are real.” [13] Most of us see

the world in this way. We know the mountain as a mountain, river as a river, we

recognize this table from other tables or chairs. We believe that everything has its
unchangeable identification that distinguishes them from others.

“The second and third periods constitute that of the Mahayana teachings; the

teachings of the second period state that the mind alone is real.” [14] This period,
Buddha started to indicate that reasons form everything. The mountain is a

mountain because we were taught to treat it as a mountain, the table is here

33

Memory Pieces

because of a lot of reasons that cause the ‘reality’ of

Besides the teaching classification, another essential part of Buddhism is practicing. “...Enlightenment can’t

so, then everything is changing within every second

practicers,... The Buddha’s teachings are meant to be put into practice, and the resulting experiences are to

an object with table functioning here at this time. If

because our mind is changing and all the reasons are

be explained; it has to be experienced. So instead of teaching a set of beliefs, the Buddha taught a set of

be verified by each individual practitioner.” [16] Thus Practicers have to experience and introspect one’s life and

shifting through time. So, in this case, nothing is ‘real’;

time.

“...And those of the third period, that both the mind

and sit cross-legged in a quiet room, but it also happens when you walk, when you talk, when you are getting

everything exists because of ‘reasons.’
and objects are without substance.”

[15]

Once people

realized that reasons form objects, they may feel

In practice, meditation is an efficient and essential way. It does not only happens when you close your eye
through tough times when you are enjoying happy hours. The practice is on the way, all the time.

challenging to define them because objects will

However, nowadays, lots of people going to temples or claiming to be believers without practice in their life.

point, Buddha started to indicating that all reasons

joss stick is more convincing then meditating ten minutes every day, because it is more accessible, and if it

change with one’s mind in a second. So at this

are related, waved together so that they continued

with time. Thus things are changing and shifting, but

somehow they are related. One’s mind is not a single

‘real’ mind; it correlates with others and will be affected

They started to see Buddha as Gods that will provide protection and luck. Sometimes burning an expensive
doesn’t work, there is nothing to blame.

So I wonder, is there any way that I can do as a landscaper, to bait people to meditate, to experience and

interact with their surroundings to got enlightened rather than a simple idea of burning a joss stick and pray.

by others. Mountain is still a mountain because even

though it is not a mountain without our definition, it yet
is identified as a mountain because we defined it.

34
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1. Path towards Huiji Temple;
2. Path exit Huiji Temple

Maintained Stone Paths

3. Uphill path from Fayu Temple
to Huiji Temple

2

1

4. Path behind Puji Temple;
5. Street in the town beside Puji
Temple.

3

6. Path from Puji Temple to Puji
Bus stop.

From photos, we can tell

that those two sections of

old maintained paths have
certain common qualities:
canopies, tree trunks,

7. Hotel in old houses on Miao
Zhuangyan Road.

stone bricks as material

and is away from the main
road.
4
5
6

Though each point may
have different walls,
buildings, and tree

species, they have a sort

7
8
9 10

8. Path embraced by both trees
and walls.

as a pedestrian system.

9. Space in Zhengqu Pavilion;
10. Outside look of Zhengqu
Pavilion for visitors to rest on the
top of this hill.

Photos credits by author.

11. Miao Zhuangyan Road close
to dock.

of consistent experience

11

36 1,000ft
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Memory Pieces

1. Sidewalk beside main road
from Fayu Temple to Baotuo
Temple.
2. Road outside of Baotuo
Temple.

New Walkways
2

3. New path from Fayu Bus
station to Fayu Temple.
4. Path refined at Fayu Temple.

1

5. Walking path between Fayu
Bus station and main road.

3
5

6. Puji Bus station.
7. Little pavilion off road.

4

The walking experience
on the new path could

be various. Most of the

8. Refined path from Puji Temple
to Guanyin Cave.
9. New resident village.

time, you have to walk

alongside the road with

buses pass you by, And
the walkway doesn’t go
through the viewpoints,
7

10. Retails and sidewalk outside
of the new Unwilling Guanyin
Hall.

Because of the

incoherence experience

and lack of private space,

6

8

I think a new path that

9

has consistent walking

experience with the old

11. Sidewalk outside of Purple
Bamboo forest.
12. Refined path from Puji
Temple to Purple Bamboo forest.

path and combines with
14
12

bus route will be a better

11
10

13

38 1,000ft

solution.

Photos credits by author.

13. New road at dock.
14. New road from dock to the
Purple Bamboo Forest.
39

Choreography
Use memory pieces to do the puzzle.

Choreography

New Path

I tried to make this path a choreography of walking experience that can help

people meditate on their way heading the temple. And because enlightenment in

Buddhism can’t be explained, has to be practiced, I wish this path can help people
enlighten somehow.

Therefore, I picked three short sections on the path that represent three periods
in ‘‘Three Period Teaching Classification” (from Puji Temple to Fayu Temple).

Together I want to give visitors a hint of how practicers see worlds in different
periods.

Finally, because there are a lot of people don’t like walking, but I want them to

walk and try to enjoy the journey. I changed the location of 2 bus stops so that
my path can interact with the bus route. In this way, those three sections can

be experienced as three single sections with bus route in between, or as a long
journey from Puji Temple to Fayu Temple. If combined with the existing stone-

paved path, it will be a complete journey from the sea to the top of the mountain.

42 1,000ft
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Choreography

Period I - Steadily Reality

This part starts from Puji Temple, go through the little town beside the temple, and

connect to the main road. It is a refined walking path that paved with square stone
bricks and embraced by the long-lived yellow cinnamon trees.

I chose this part to represent the first periods because it appears like it can stay
there over time, with canopy, firm boundaries and tree trunks standing by. It is
steadily like real reality; what we thought is ‘real.’

Stone path after Puji Temple linked with the Ancestor Well. Photo credits by author.
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Choreography

Period II - Dissolved Stone Path

This site is next to the main road, has several viewpoints that can be easily missed
by visitors. There is an existing small walking path that links everything together,
but you have to go back walk backward to go back to the main road. Thus I
3

2
1

46

80ft

1. Small Pavilion hides behind
tree trunks that is facing water.
2. Chaoyang Pavilion that build
on the rocky hill.
3. Beach that has rocky
basement underneath.
Photo credits by author.

decided to add a new way that can connect with pathways in the north so that
visitors can visit those points and continue walking towards Fayu Temple.

Since this site is representing the second Period, and if goes from the top of the hill
to the beach. So I want to make it feels like dissolving from a solid path to a flexible
uncertain ‘path’.
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Choreography

C’

Solid Path:

C

Dense canopy + Embraced Trees + Squared Stone Brick

A

well identified ‘path.’

48

A’

3

B
A

B

This is part of the path continued some of the qualities in Period I that it is still a

A

C’
D’

2
D

1

Dissolving Path:

Scattered canopy + Sea view ahead + Cobblestone pavement
The path started to dissolve from here. All the embraced surroundings and firm

boundaries are formed with smaller and irregular shaped stones. The experience
on the path started to become more flexible.

B

B’
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Choreography

Dissolved Path:

Sky + Sea view + Sandy Beach
No identified path, no solid materials, only an entrance which is cobblestone paved
path, and a destination that is at the north. The ‘path’ is remained for visitors to
define.

C

C’

C’

C

C’
D’

A

B
A

D

Solid Path:

Dense canopy + Embraced Trees + Squared Stone Brick

50

Dissolving Path:

3

B

2
D

Dissolved Path:

1

D’

Scattered canopy + Sea view ahead + Cobblestone Sky + Sea view + Sandy Beach
pavement
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Choreography

Period III - Woven Path

This site is right in front of the entrance gate of Fayu Temple. I moved the bus

station so that all visitors whether they took the bus or walked will walk through this
woven path. Since the site is closed to water, I regrade the contour in the south,

remain the pools and tree lines and plan several branch paths that can reach the
beach.

In this section, the path will be divided into several 5ft wide private paths. While
1. Entrance gate of Fayu Temple
2. Thousand Step Beach
3. ‘Listen to the tides’ inscription
beside water.
Photo credits by author.
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80ft

walking on the path, visitors have to make a choice when paths meet, they will see

other people, meet strangers, or leave each other. But finally, they will all reach the
same point: entrance gate of Fayu Temple. It is like all the reasons are different
and shifting, but deep inside, they are related.
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Choreography

E’
D

B

F

F

E

A

F’

C

From uphill to the water

F’

The choice you make in the walking process may bring you down to the water, but
you will have other choice that can lead you back to the temple.

E

Slope down and back to forest

E’

The choice you make in the walking process may bring you to an open space with
grassland or a pool, but it will bring you back to uphill where the gate is.
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Choreography

Single Path In Forest:

Single Path Over Water:

A single path allows visitors to walk through trees alone(or in a line), embraced by

Walking on the ‘bridge’ above water, see trees and mountain in the distance, space

Dense Canopy + Private Space + Stone Path

Sky + Open Space + Wooden Path

the tree trunks and canopy.

is open, but the visitor is still limited in a single walking path.

E’
D

B

A
56

A’

F

E

A

C

F’

D

D’
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Choreography

Path Meeting:

Path Coming Closer:

When paths meet, people may attend with other people and choose which way to

Sometimes you may see other people walking on a path not far away, but you don’t

Short distance + Choice to make ahead

Distance + Eye Contact

walk next.

know if they will meet you ahead or you will go further apart from each other.

E’
D

B

C
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C’

F

E

A

C

F’

B

B’
59

Further Questions
Other than a walking path combined with meditating condition, there are still many
problems that haven’t been solved yet.

61

Further Questions

Other than a walking path combined with meditating condition, there are still many
problems that haven’t Though I did change the bus stops and tried to combine

my narrow small walking trail to connect with the bus route. There are still a lot of
problems waiting to be solved in the future.
= The capacity of the path in peak season.

During the peak season, there will be a massive amount of people flow onto this

tiny island. The first two sections are designed wide so that people can overtake.
But the final site has a limitation of walking speed when there is a crowd.

Also, worship people may want to have a separate path that they can take their
time to finish their rite while most people need to burn a joss stick. The conflict
between different worship habits and how to balance them is a new problem.
= Most visitors don’t like walking.

Some people don’t want to walk, even for 10-15 minutes. They would rather spend
half an hour stand there, wait for the bus and chat. They don’t want to walk. So

how to scam them to walk into the path in the first place, and change their mind.
= Difference between ‘my proposal’ and ‘real experience.’

My proposal might be too idealized, how to let people got my idea of this dissolved
Group and individual visitors waiting in the bus stop of Fayu Temple. Photo credits by author.

and woven paths? By visual signs or by resting place locating? Or only by a

topographic changing that will force people to pay attention? This can be a new
question to help bring the project further.
Been solved yet.
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